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Innovation in Faith Formation
John Roberto, Lifelong Faith Associates
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Old Order

Disruption

Where Are
We Today?

Liminal

New Order
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Time to
Reinvent
Faith
Formation
Blame it
on the
Pandemic
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Where do you want
to innovate?
- Stop doing something
- Redesign something
- Sustain something
- Initiate something new
For Whom?
* Age Group
* Families
* All Generations
* Target Audience
With What?
* New Approach or Program
* New Methods & Media
* New Technology
* New Space or Location
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Building a More Adaptive, Responsive,
Resilient, Flexible Faith Formation
1. Informed by research on forming faith
2. Focusing on goals for faith maturing
3. Embracing holistic faith formation:
intergenerational, family, and life stages
4. Scheduling in seasonal menus with a variety of
programming: content, formats, times, spaces
5. Programming with three models & three
spaces: online, hybrid, and physical
6. Personalizing through playlists of faith forming
content and experiences
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Children

100 Year
Faith
Formation
We have the
knowledge & tools
& resources to
reach all ages.

Adolescents

Young Adults

Midlife Adults

Mature Adults

Older Adults
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Begin with
WHY:
Goals for
Maturing
in Faith

Jesus

• Developing and sustaining a personal
relationship and commitment to Jesus
Christ

Discipleship

• Living as a disciple of Jesus Christ and
making the Christian faith a way of life

Bible

Teachings

Praying

• Reading and studying the Bible—its
message, meaning, and application to life
today

• Learning the Christian story and
foundational teachings of the Catholic
faith and integrating its meaning into
one’s life

• Praying—together and by ourselves—and
seeking spiritual growth through spiritual
disciplines
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Morality

Begin with
WHY:
Goals for
Maturing in
Faith

Serving
Justice

• Living with moral integrity guided by Christian
ethics and values

• Living the Christian mission in the world—
serving those in need, caring for God’s creation,
and acting and advocating for justice and
peace.

Worship

• Worshipping God with the community at
Sunday worship, ritual celebrations, and the
seasons of the church year

Engaged

• Being actively engaged in the life, ministries,
and activities of the faith community

Gifts

• Practicing faith in Jesus Christ by using one’s
gifts and talents within the Christian
community and in the world
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One Goal, Many Methods & Media

Program
Activity
Resource

Program
Activity
Resource

Program
Activity
Resource

Goal
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Embracing Holistic Formation
Intergenerational

Family

Peers or
Life Stage
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Holistic & Lifelong
Three Kinds of Faith Forming Experiences
Children &
Families

Adolescents
& Families

Young Adults

Midlife Adults

Mature
Adults

Older Adults

Children

Adolescents

Adult Life Stages

Intergenerational

Intergenerational

Intergenerational

Family

Family

Family

Life Stage

Life Stage

Life Stage
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Holistic Faith Formation
Intergenerational
• Participate in several celebrations of Church year feasts & seasons
• Join the community in a service service project
• Participate in a leadership role or church ministry

Family
•
•
•
•

Develop a faith practice each season: prayer, Bible reading, etc.
Celebrate church year seasons at home
Participate in two whole family programs at church
Participate in two service projects as a family

Life Stage / Peer Specific
• Select one’s participation in courses, workshops, retreats, vacation Bible
school, service projects and mission trips, etc.
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Seasonal Menus
Seasons: Sept – Dec Jan – April May – Aug
Variety of programming: content, formats, times, spaces
Children &
Families

Adolescents
& Families

Programming

Young Adults

Month 1

Midlife Adults

Month 2

Mature
Adults

Month 3

Older Adults

Month 4

Life Issues
Spiritual Formation
Scripture
Theological Themes
Justice & Service
Seasons
Prayer & Worship
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Programming Models

Synchronous and Asynchronous
Gathered
Programming

Hybrid
Programming

Online
Programming

(church, camp,
mission trip,
retreat center,
community
places)

Gathered &
Online

(individual,
families, small
groups)
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Personalizing
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Diverse Religious Paths

Not Spiritual, Not
Religious
Unaffiliated

Spiritual but Not
Religious
Uninvolved

Moderate Faith
Practice &
Occasional
Engagement
Occasionals

Vibrant Faith &
Engagement at
the Center of Life
Actives
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Programming for
Diverse Religious Paths
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Michigan Conference
UMC
Children’s Ministry
“Faith & Family Playlist”
Rev. Kathy Pittenger

https://michiganumc.org/resourc
es/childrens-ministry-toolbox/faith-family-playlists
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First Presbyterian, Stillwater, OK
https://www.fpcfaithfulfamilies.com
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Adult Playlist
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Innovation
24
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• Organizational: Think
hierarchical organization flowcharts. A strong emphasis was
placed on putting the correct
structure in place.

Leadership
1.0
(Susan Lang)

• Centralized: Denominations
were generally the central
holders of resources and
information, which they
dispersed from a given location.
• Authority-based: Established
authorities and expertise
provided the answers to
questions.
• Agenda-driven: Ministry grew
out of a set agenda and often
used a “command and control”
model.
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Leadership 2.0 is growing out of the
post-Christendom and the Internet
age.
• Relational: The focus is on
developing and nurturing
relationships and links.

Leadership
2.0
(Susan Lang)

• Decentralized: Resources are
distributed throughout a networked
congregation and ministry. Each
person is recognized as a connector
to his or her own resources and
networks.
• Collaborative: Collaboration builds
on conversations and recognizes
that we are all teachers, we are all
learners, and we are always stronger
together than we are alone.
• Focused on Emergence: Recognizes
that discernment is important for
leaders, because God’s presence and
action among us emerge and often
change over time.
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You May Be
Facing an
Adaptive
Challenge
If…

Ø the solution requires
operating in a different
way than you do now
Ø the problem AND the
solution require learning
Ø the solution requires some
sacrifice of your past ways
of working or living
Ø the solution requires
experimenting before
you’re sure of the answer
Ø the solution will take a
long time
Ø the challenge connects to
people’s deeply held
values
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Adaptive
Change

Ø Of all that we care about,
what must be given up to
survive and thrive going
forward?
Ø Of all that we care about,
what elements are
essential and must be
preserved into the future,
or we will lose precious
values and lose who we
are?
Ø As in nature, a successful
adaption enables an
organization or community
to take the best from its
traditions, identify, and
history into the future.
Ø Adaptive change is about
thriving.
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Ø People don’t resist change
per se.

Adaptive
Change

Ø People love change when
they know it’s a good thing.
Ø People resist loss. When
change involves real or
potential loss, people hold on
to what they have and resist
the change.
Ø The common factor
generating adaptive failure is
resistance to loss. A key to
leadership , then, is the
diagnostic capacity to find
out the kinds of losses at
stake in a situation and move
people through these losses
to a new place.
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The Adaptive Process

3.
Intervene

1.
Observe

2.
Interpret

1. Observing events and
patterns around you;
2. Interpreting what you are
observing (developing
multiple hypotheses about
what is really going on; and
3. Designing interventions
based on the observations
& interpretations to address
the adaptive challenge you
have identified.
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Things to
Remember

1. Follow the bright spots:
investigate what’s working
and clone it.
2. Script the critical moves:
don’t think big picture,
think in terms of specific
behaviors. Shrink the
change.
3. Point to the destination:
change is easier when you
know where you’re going
and why it’s worth it.
4. Find the feeling: knowing
something isn’t enough to
cause change. Make
people feel something.
Build an emotional and
rational case for change.
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How People
Change

People change what they
do less because they are
given analysis that shifts
their thinking than
because they are shown a
truth that influences their
feelings.
(John Kotter)
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Innovation Design Process
Stanford School of Design
Empathize

Define

Ideate

Prototype

Test
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1.

Small Scale
Prototyping

2.

3.

Identify a group within the
target audience for
piloting or a limited launch
of a project in order to test
the project
Implement the project and
get regular feedback on its
implementation and
effectiveness
Develop leaders through
the piloting phase so that
they can be involved in the
wider launch of the
project
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ª Prototyping is getting ideas
and explorations out of
your head and into the
physical world.
ª In early explorations keep
your prototypes rough and
rapid to allow yourself to
learn quickly and
investigate a lot of
different possibilities.
ª Prototypes are most
successful when people
(the design team, the user,
and others) can experience
and interact with them.
What you learn from those
interactions can help drive
deeper empathy, as well as
shape successful solutions.

Testing the
Prototype
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Developing a Plan
Empathize

Generate
Ideas

Scale

Test &
Evaluation

Year One
Winter
Spring
Summer
Fall

Design
Prototypes

Year Two
Winter
Spring
Summer
Fall

Year Three
Winter
Spring
Summer
Fall
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“The kingdom of God is as if someone
would scatter seed on the ground, and
would sleep and rise night and day, and
the seed would sprout and grow, he does
not know how. The earth produces of
itself, first the stalk, then the head, then
the full grain in the head. But when the
grain is ripe, at once he goes in with his
sickle, because the harvest has come.”
(Mark 4:26-29)
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